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1 Coordination of day-ahead and balancing stages under uncertainty
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Uncertainty

Uncertainty yields energy-related regulation costs
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Typical European market organization

Elspot - Bids/offers proposed before noon for hourly delivery periods over the following day

Elbas - Trading takes place every day round the clock until one hour before delivery

Balancing - Settlement of deviations between bids/offers and actual production/consumption
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The merit-order effect

courtesy of Tryggvi Jónsson

On the day-ahead market, wind acts as a stochastic driver since having the lowest short-run
marginal cost, with quantities based on forecasts (13-37 hours ahead)
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Revisiting market-clearing procedures

Day-ahead market-clearing insures an optimal match of production and demand,
a fair amount of time prior to operations, regardless of the ‘nature’ of offers/bids

With increased variability and uncertainty to be dealt with, the system should be
placed in a state permitting to optimally cope with whatever could realistically
happen

The alternative schools of thoughts:

Conventional sequential market-clearing(s), where day-ahead aspects and balancing are
decoupled, but possibly using smart(er) reserve products
Stochastic optimization, accounting for expected costs of balancing

The more practical, and still efficient, solutions:

Conventional market-clearing with improved dispatch of stochastic production
Robust optimization based dispatch
... virtual bidding?

This is what we are here to talk about!
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Conceptually, 3 alternative proposals

Placing ourselves in an energy-only context (i.e., reserves are disregarded)

The alternatives to market clearing we use in the following include

In short Link day-ahead/balancing Forecast input Optimization problem

ConvD sequential deterministic 2 (MI)LPs
StochD integrated probabilistic stochastic program
ImpD integrated probabilistic bilevel program

ConvD: StochD/ImpD:
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Illustration: costs of power system operation

Representative 24-bus system
(IEEE RTS, Grigg et al. (1999) -
total demand of 2GW and various
types of generators (2 wind farms,
for simplicity)

Realistic unit characteristics (from
Bouffard et al. (2005)) and load, while
varying wind power penetration and
spatial correlation

Energy-only Market-clearing:
conventional (ConvD), stochastic
program (StochD), conventional with
improved dispatch of stochastic power
generation (ImpD)

Costs of power system operation
highly impacted by market-clearing
approach

ρ = 0.35

ρ = 0.75

Morales JM, Zugno M, Pineda S, Pinson P (2014). Electricity market clearing with improved scheduling of stochastic production. Eup. J. Op. Res.
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Open problems...

1. Where does this probabilistic information about renewable power generation come
from?

2. Have we not overlooked the fact that such probabilistic information will never be
perfect?
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Reveal and accommodate the true cost of uncertainty

The narrative fallacy: Do we really believe we can offer renewables deterministically
with lead times of 12-36 hours ahead?

Why not adapting market designs to reveal and accommodate the true cost of
renewables’ uncertainty?

Papakonstantinou A, Pinson P (2015). Information uncertainty in electricity markets: Introducing probabilistic offers. IEEE Transactions on Power Systems
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How would that work?

Step 1 Probabilistic offers Fj(p) for all participants, J = 1, . . . , J, with price λj

Probabilistic offers optimally take the form of full predictive densities,
A deterministic offer can take a probabilistic form with a probability mass on offer
value, Fj = δPj

Step 2 Uncertainty in offers yields an uncertainty rent (retained by market/system
operator), translating to altering prices λj of individual offers, e.g.,

λ̃j = λj + uj , where uj α
E[CRT |Fj ]

E[CRT |Fi , ∀i ]
, (CRT : balancing costs)

(→ λ̃j represents the true marginal price of integrating power generation/demand from
participant j in the system)

Step 3 Market-clearing of your choice, though stochastic market-clearing could obviously
yield increased social welfare

Step 4 Attribution of actual balancing costs, based on difference between declared Fj and
actual Gj (partially observed through realization yj ), based on proper scoring rule Sc,

CRT ,j ∝ πRT Sc(Fj , yj ) , (πRT : real-time price)
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2 Coordination of multi-energy systems in a market environment
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Integrated energy markets: complete coupling

For a mathematical point of view, we can write and solve fully integrated markets for
el-gas, el-heat, el-gas-heat... but...
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Integrated energy markets: loose coupling

What do we mean by loose coupling?

respecting organizational aspects of the energy system, e.g., heat and el
management are separated, the system operator is not taking care of day-ahead
electricity market clearing, etc.

profit of existing levies for impacting dispatch, costs, etc.

A practical example: heat and el interaction through Varmelast
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Loose coupling of el and heat markets

One may respect the leader-follower structure of the market sequence, though
optimally dispatching heat in view of future electricity dispatch!
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Loose coupling of el and gas markets

A great thing in Denmark is that Energinet is system operator for both el and gas
networks!

Beware of the gas network
modelling since the potential
buffer (offered flexibility) is to be
well represented

Market coupling setups
accommodate renewable
uncertainty

We have proposed and compared:

sequential coupling as of today
(Seq.)

complete coupling of gas and el
markets (ideal- Stoch.)

loose coupling through price
premiums (with ‘fairness’
constraints - P-B)

loose coupling through gas volume
availability (V-B)
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3 Wind offering in electricity markets
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The newsvendor problem

The newsvendor problem is one of
the most classical problem in
stochastic optimization (or
statistical decision theory)

It can be traced back to:

FY Edgeworth (1888). The mathematical theory of banking. Journal of the Royal Statistical

Society 51(1): 113–127

even though in this paper the problem is about how much a bank should keep in its reserves to

satisfy request for withdrawal (i.e., the bank-cash-flow problem)

It applies to varied problems as long as:

one shot possibility to decide on the quantity of interest
outcome is uncertain
known marginal profit and loss

the aim is to maximize expected profit!
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Optimal offering as a price-taker

Let us focus on given market time unit t + k (e.g., 12-1pm tomorrow)

Write
λst+k the day-ahead price

λ+
t+k the unit regulation cost if over-producing (= λs − λ↓t+k )

λ−t+k the unit regulation cost if under-producing (= λ↑t+k − λs)

The revenue for t + k is given by

Rt+k = λsE
∗
t+k − λ+/−|E c

t+k − E∗t+k |

where E c
t+k and E∗t+k are for contracted and actual generation

One readily obtains that the expected utility maximization bid is

E opt
t+k = argmin

E c
t+k

E
[
L(E c

t+k ,E
∗
t+k |λ̂+

t+k , λ̂
−
t+k)

]
= F̂−1

t+k|t

(
λ̂+
t+k

λ̂+
t+k + λ̂−t+k

)
where F̂t+k|t is the predictive CDF for wind power generation, λ̂+

t+k , λ̂
−
t+k are

estimates for expected unit regulation costs

Issues? Is wind really a price-taker?
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Optimal offering as a price-maker

directly through population effects

Price-maker effect may be on:
day-ahead price
systems state (i.e., need for up- or down-regulation)
unit regulation costs

Possible extensions for, e.g., wind-storage systems (optimizing both offering and
control policies)
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4 Peer-to-peer electricity markets
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Sharing is caring...

[Taken from moneycrashers.com, Brian Martucci]

Sharing is part of human nature
and a source of happiness

Sharing is a basis for the
development of new business
models (‘access economy’ and
‘collaborative commons’)

crowdfunding

crowdsourcing

car pooling, shared property, etc.

There are things we might never have thought of sharing... e.g., electric energy (!)
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Organization of consumer-centric electricity markets

[Reproduced, with authorization, from:
Parag Y, Sovacool BJ. Electricity market design in the prosumer era. Nature Energy 1, art. no. 16032, 2016]
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For real in Denmark

[Svalin - a boffællesskab in
Roskilde - The Energy Col-
lective] [Nordhavn in Copenhagen

(?) - generalizing to multi-
carrier energy markets (heat
and electricity, mainly) - En-
ergyLab Nordhavn]

[København NV - social ex-
periment - EnergyBlock]
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Introducing ‘Energy Collectives’

[Characters designed by freepik.com]

Aidan, Eamonn, Niamh, etc., chose
to gather in an Energy Collective

They traditionally bought energy
from the grid and sold their
production back at a
disadvantageous rate...

They work at optimally matching
their production and consumption

They decide on how to share costs
and benefits from import/export

Exchanges within the community do
not have to be settled against
monetary transactions, but e.g.,
against a service or simply for free
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Generalizing to peer-to-peer exchanges

[Characters designed by freepik.com]

The base concept relies on p2p
exchanges

One ends up with a negotiation
problem on a network, of potentially
very large dimension

In pratice, consensus-based
optimization and Lagrangian
relaxation-decomposition techniques
can be used

The negotiation problems can be
made sparse by market design
(russian doll principle for energy
collectives) or through trading bots
accounting for preferences

Many mathematical challenges ahead
of us, but direct applications also
readily possible!
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A good starting point...

Great introduction to the peer-to-peer paradigm, with its advantages and caveats

No (advanced) proposal for negotiation processes though...
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Peer-to-peer exchanges

Consider a set Ω of prosumers aiming to readily exchange electric energy, on a graph
with full connectivity (so far...)

Write Pnm the energy quantity prosumer n is to send to (> 0) or receive from (< 0)
prosumer m (m ∈ Ω−n)

The Multi-Bilateral Economic Dispatch (MBED) writes

min
Pnm

∑
n∈Ω

Cn ({Pnm;m ∈ Ω−n})

s.t. Pnm = −Pmn ∀n,m

Pn ≤
∑

m∈Ω−n

Pnm ≤ Pn ∀n ∈ Ω

Pnm ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ Ωp

Pnm ≤ 0 ∀n ∈ Ωc

Note that instead of a balance constraint, we have a large number of reciprocity
constraints (one per non-zero exchange)

These will reveal the price for each and every transaction
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Costs functions of the various players

[taken from Hug et al. (2015)]
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Allowing for product differentiation

One may generically formulate cost functions for both consumers and producers in a
quadratic form (as earlier), i.e.

Cn =
1

2
an

 ∑
m∈Ω−n

Pnm

2

+ bn
∑

m∈Ω−n

Pnm + dn

Now, let us introduce
G the set of criteria involved in the participants’ decisions (e.g. distance, type)
cgn the preference coefficient of agent n for criterion g
γgnm the value of criterion g for agent m, from the perspective of agent n

We reformulate costs functions (example of consumers) as

Cn =
1

2
an

 ∑
m∈Ω−n

Pnm

2

+ bn
∑

m∈Ω−n

Pnm +
∑
g∈G

cgn
∑

m∈Ω−n|g

(γg
nmPnm)

+ dn

hence reflecting preferences for certain (type of) trades. This translates to defining
type-dependent utility functions.
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Solution approach and insight

We use a Consensus+Innovation approach for solving our MBED in a decentralized
manner

Writing stationarity conditions, we make a transaction-dependent price appear, i.e.

λ̂nm = λnm −
∑
g∈G

(cgn γ
g
nm)

which allows for product differentation. In case no preferences are expressed,
λ̂nm = λnm.

λ and Π updates are given by

λk+1
nm = λk

nm − βk
(
λk
nm − λk

mn

)
− αk

(
Pk
nm + Pk

mn

)
and

Πk+1
nm = f knm

 λ̂k+1
nm − bn

an
−
∑

l∈Ω−n

Pk
nl

+ Pk
nm

The iterative process uses primal and dual stopping criteria∑
n∈Ω

∑
m∈Ω−n

|λk+1
nm − λk

nm| < ελ and
∑
n∈Ω

∑
m∈Ω−n

|Pk+1
nm − Pk

nm| < εP
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An illustrative example

Let us consider distance between actors as a criterion (local production, local
consumption!), for simplicity with a fixed unitary cost cgn
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5 Outlook
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A few concluding thoughts

Many (many) interesting problems related to coordination and offering in markets
with substantial penetration of renewable energy generation

My favourite (lately) is peer-to-peer electricity markets since yielding

a true consumer-centric approach to electricity market design and operation (yielding,
e.g., crowfunding of shared generation capacities)

increased awareness and commitments of all players down to residential customers

a new paradigm for electricity exchanges allowing for product differentiation

a wealth of new business models, with focus on energy and data exchange

etc.

More broadly:

Coordination problems nicely combines optimization, game theory and econimics

Offering and market dynamics problems give rise to interesting population games,
studies in bounded rationality, etc.

How to design market for 100% renewable energy systems?
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Thanks for your attention!
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